Web Solutions Architect

At a glance

Job description

Location:

Bangalore

Job ID:

307724

To build & Steer application portfolio with state of the art scalable microservices and
event driven architecture using JS/.Net, AWS and Docker.

Start date:

Mar 01, 2021

In your new role you will:

Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

As Solution Architect for TCP SW services , responsible for- Involve in the architecture, development and deployment of microservices for
the next generation API based patterns
- Establish best practices for building Restful APIs and implementation of other
integral parts of microservices architecture such as security, API gateway, API
documentation, error tracking, monitoring and analytics.
- Active participation in Code reviews, Spec reviews, guiding and mentoring of
other tool developers.
- Provide 3 rd party tools (for ex. Data harvesting), coding standards, examples
and documentation.
- Ensuring compliance with all Infineon Quality/Process practices in software
development

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
15+ years of Experience in Core competency including building scalable
microservices and event driven architecture using JS/.Net, AWS and Docker.
Proponent of writing clean testable code, agile methodologies and the devops
culture shift.
Strong communication and interpersonal skills with a proven ability to lead
teams successfully and participate in product roadmap & driving platform
architecture
Experience in architecture, design, development and deployment of
containerized microservices
Experience in API Gateway and Service Mesh for secured, scalable and resilient
deployment of microservices
Experience in building real-time distributed data acquisition, processing,
ingestion and serving microservices
Experience with microservices logging and monitoring framework
Strong problem solving and debugging skills
Expertise in Continuous integration and deployment tools like Jenkins
Expertise in implementing CI/CD pipeline using Jenkins

Entry level: 6+ years

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Job ID:

307724
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